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London, May 21. One reason why
Great Britain, after nine months of
tremendous effort, still has no army
to compare with the armies of France
and Germany is because Great Britain
has become a censor.

The idea of an army created by vol-

untary enlistment is a large, lovely
democratic idea. The idea of a news
censorship is not democratic at all,
but purely autocratic. You can nev-

er make a democratic idea team up
with an autocratic idea. The two do
not jibe.

The of Great Britain,
depending for its army upon volun-
tary enlistments, could not possibly
have done a crazier thing than to
clamp down a censorship upon the
news of this war.

You can't have volunteer enlist-
ments without popular feelings, and

Nyou can't arouse popular feeling
about a war if the people know next
to nothing of it.

Any censorship is bad enough, but
the kind of censorship the British

put to work was worse
than that, because it was both auto-
cratic and idiotic.

All the people of Great Britain ac-

tually know about; this war is what
they gather from the few gritty and

crumbs gen-

tlemen now conducting the censor's
office are willing to throw at them.

The British publfc is not even al-

lowed to know simple and essential
Better and fuller war reports

,?& printed daily in 500 American
parsfspapers than usually appear in a
jaBtlsh journal The American pub-- v

has. today a clearer and surer
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government

government

indigestible the,mindless

knowledge of what Is going on than
the British.

For days together the British news-
papers, minutely edited by the mind-
less persons before referred to, print
nothing" in the way of war news but
slush, guff and obvious dreams. Ev-
erything is going well; Germany is
being licked; Russia is pouring
through the passes of the Carpath-
ians; Italy is about to join the allies;
the people of Berlin and Vienna are
starving; there are bread riots in
Budapesth; Britannia Rules the
Waves.

I will give a few examples of the
childish operations of .these censor
persons and then you will see one
thing that is the matter here.

The allies, on the western front,
face the most stupendous problem
ever attempted by men. To win they
must drive 4,000,000 entrenched men
backward 200 miles, inch by inch, at
a cost of many lives an inch.

Of the size and nature of this prob-
lem the British people exist in sweet
and blissful ignorance. Consequent-
ly they are not concerned about it

The censor will not let them know.
The battleship Audacious was sunk

last November off the northern coast.
To this day the censor has refused to
allow a word to be printed about the
disaster. The American newspapers
had columns about it and from them
the news has come back to be circu-
lated from man to man across these
islands. But the censor still cuts it
out of the press.

By the middle of April all the rest
of the world saw clearly that the at-

tack on the Dardanelles was a fiasco.
The British public was kept in blind
ignorance of the fact. Not a line could
be printed here except the gallant
deeds of the British navy, and when
there were no more gallant deeds the
subject was dropped.

Yet the truth about the Dardanelles-blunde- r

was a thing to which any


